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CONTRACT PRICES 
Click for price history    Price Range  USD/GAL 
FOB NWE JAN EUR/TONNE +37.00 994.00-994.00 +37.00 4.52-4.52 
FOB NWE JAN USD/TONNE +72.00 1373.00-1373.00 +72.00 4.57-4.57 

 
SPOT PRICES 

Click for price history      Price Range  Four weeks ago  
CIF ARA(*) JAN USD/TONNE +25.00 1380.00-1400.00 +35.00 1340.00-1365.00 4.59-4.66 
CIF ARA(+) JAN USD/TONNE +5.00 1365.00-1400.00 +40.00 1340.00-1350.00 4.54-4.66 
CIF ARA(*) FEB USD/TONNE +60.00 1380.00-1395.00 +45.00 1330.00-1350.00 4.59-4.64 
CIF ARA(+) FEB USD/TONNE +55.00 1375.00-1395.00 +35.00 1315.00-1360.00 4.57-4.64 
 
Note: (*)= Price range at close of business Friday. 
 (+)=Price range for the week. 

 
NOTE: for full details on the criteria ICIS pricing uses in making these price assessments visit www.icispricing.com 
and click on “methodology”. 

 
Europe benzene still bullish alongside US 
Continued high pricing in the US is helping support the 
European benzene market , with ARA spot values showing a 
steady increase over the course of the week. Offers for 
January US material edged up as high as $4.97/gal FOB this 
week – around the $1,490/tonne mark – amid limited 
availability and some short covering among traders. 
However, sources in Europe noted that with February US 
prices lower around $1,425/tonne, the current January prices 
seen in Europe were not viable for exporting to the US but 
rather a product of several domestic factors. 
There have been signs of renewed demand from key 
downstream sectors following the holiday period, with many 
players in the process of restocking inventories. Some talk of 
tightness on phenol and acetone following storms in the Bay 
of Biscay was also heard, with buyers in the region facing 
logistical problems in sourcing material. 
Towards the end of the week, there were several European 
production issues that helped push spot pricing higher. 
January numbers moved up sharply following a fire at Shell’s 
refinery in Godorf, Germany, on Thursday 9 January that 
destroyed a toluene storage tank. 
Shell also produces benzene at the site, with a nameplate 
capacity of 510,000 tonnes/year, which saw a sharp if short-
lived rallying on prices late on Thursday. Offers went as high 
as $1,420/tonne before the market settled again, opening on 
Friday 10 January at $1,360-1,390/tonne CIF ARA. 
Jonathan French, a global media relations spokesman at 
Shell International, said: “The refinery is operating normally, 
the only thing affected was a storage tank at the toluene unit. 
The benzene unit hasn’t been affected.” 
Talk of another issue at a refinery in northwest Europe on 
Friday saw a flurry of activity, with several other deals for 

January done at $1,400/tonne and a February deal done at 
$1,375/tonne. 
With INEOS also closing down a 295,000 tonne/year 
benzene unit at Grangemouth, UK, and ongoing problems at 
Total’s site in Gonfreville, France, there is a sense that the 
market is physically tight at present. 

 

 
Spot 
The market opened the week with January offers at 
$1,375/tonne, slightly firmer alongside crude gains. 
Continued tight prompt availability supported a higher range 
of $1,365-1,385/tonne for the first half of the month. 
January offers edged down slightly to $1,370/tonne in line 
with some losses for crude and energy futures, and the 
bid/offer range closed at $1,355-1,370/tonne after several 
January deals were done at $1,365/tonne. 
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The first half of the month still commanded a slight premium, 
however, with a range of $1,365-1,380/tonne seen. 
Higher US numbers continued to support the European 
market as the week progressed. January deals gradually 
moved up, with trades seen initially at $1,370/tonne but by 
midweek as high as $1,385/tonne. 
Further upward movement in the US kept European benzene 
numbers firm at $1,375-1,390/tonne, with bids for the first half 
of January slightly higher at $1,380/tonne and no 
corresponding offers. 
By the end of the week, January was trading as high as 
$1,400/tonne following reports of flaring at one refinery in the 
ARA region and the Godorf fire also pushing spot levels 
higher. February also moved higher to close at $1,380-
1,395/tonne, with deals done today at $1,375/tonne and then 
later at $1,395/tonne. 
  
Asia 
Asia will move nearly 50,000 tonnes of benzene into the US 
in January, with the bulk of the volume to be shipped out in 
the second half of the month, when more vessels are 
available to make the shipment, market players said this 
week. 
About 27,000 tonnes of South Korean cargoes will move to 
the US from the second half of January, while 3,000 tonnes 
or more that were initially due for February loading would 
instead be shipped out to the US by the end of this month. 
From Japan, 6,000 tonnes out of close to 20,000 tonnes of 
estimated shipment to the US has been confirmed. 
The arbitrage window from Asia to the US has been open 
since December, with US FOB Gulf benzene prices higher by 
$120/tonne compared with FOB Korea values on 9 January, 
according to ICIS data. 
  
Upstream 
The European naphtha market is being well supported by 
continued Asian demand amid slow domestic sales. An arctic 
chill and subsequent refinery outages in the US raised 
expectations of increased naphtha demand from the gasoline 
sector earlier in the week, only to be offset by data from the 

Energy Information Administration (EIA) showing a larger-
than-expected build in gasoline stocks on the US East Coast, 
a key destination for European exports. 
Crude oil futures turned volatile with a number of factors 
supporting and pressuring the market. The polar vortex over 
the US, along with ongoing production outages in Libya and 
pipeline disruptions in Iraq, provided much of the support. But 
tepid economic data from China, and the gradual 
improvement in labour markets in the US and the UK, could 
pressure the US Federal Reserve and the Bank of England to 
raise interest rates. 
This week’s US stock figures from the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA) showed massive builds on both 
distillates and gasoline, overriding a larger draw on crude 
than forecast. 
  
Crude oil 10 Jan* 03 Jan 27 Dec 20 Dec 

ICE Brent 107.05 106.89 112.18 111.77 

WTI 92.90 93.96 100.32 99.32 
   

Front month - $/bbl 
*Afternoon trading 
  
Downstream 
Limited domestic availability kept European styrene 
sentiment bullish this week, and the market is in contango 
ahead of the Asian turnaround season later in the first 
quarter, which is likely to keep US imports to a minimum. 
Spot prices were at $1,720-1,730/tonne FOB Rotterdam on 
Friday, up $5/tonne from the previous week’s close. 
European phenol is said to be extremely tight owing to storms 
in Western Europe disrupting normal shipping patterns. Spot 
activity remains limited since buyers are struggling to take 
contract volumes. The spot range is notionally €180-
230/tonne above the January benzene contract price. 
 

 
 
 
Pricing information from ICIS is also available via the Dashboard service.   
The ICIS Dashboard is a platform that enables you to see pricing, news and analysis in a single screen. 
Visit http://www.icis.com/moreondashboard to find out more. 
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